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AIRCRAFT CLEANING
HAS BECOME MORE
SUSTAINABLE

REVOLUTIONIZING THE WAY AIRCRAFT ARE CLEANED

1. Biodegradable industry approved
cleaning solution
moppittTM cleaning pads
come pre-moistened with

LOWER ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT,
FASTER TURNAROUND, MILLIONS IN SAVINGS

non-toxic, biodegradable
interior cleaners from
Celeste Industries
Corporation. Celeste

Current airline grooming practices kill too many trees, fill too many landfills, and slow

cleaning solutions are a

turnaround time. Inflight crews rely largely on clunky cleaning kits, juggling between

sustainable alternative

gloves, spray bottles, cloths, paper towel and old style mops to deal with aircraft messes.

to harsh toxic chemicals

No more pushing around messes with dirty cloths. The moppittTM compact all-in-one
touchless cleaning system is changing the way inflight messes are managed. Its disposable
but sustainable cartridges and non-toxic biodegradable industry approved cleaning
solution reduce wear and tear on airline assets, staff and the environment.
moppittTM saves time, resources and money. With moppittTM, inflight crews have the power
to effectively address inflight accidents, clean lavatories, galleys and passenger spaces
without having to touch the mess or risk contamination of staff and passengers. Our
estimates show that by reducing illness of IFC by 3 days/year our system can net
$4.5 million annual savings.

that allow airline staff to
clean surfaces without staining plastics or
damaging the environment.

2. Recyclable PODS & Cartridges
Unlike disposable paper towels and
reusable cloths, moppittTM sealed PODS
and Cartridges (pre-moistened with
biodegradable industry approved cleaning
solution by Celeste Industries Corporation)
clip right into the Dispenser, Extenda-Pole
or Hand-Held Accessory, can be ejected and
recycled without ever touching the cleaning
pad, and reduce overall landfill waste.

MO RE COMPAC T AND VE RS AT I LE T HAN E VE R
Introducing our three new revolutionary cleaning products, designed to be more compact
than ever because every pound counts on an aircraft.
1. moppittTM PODS

moppittTM PODS deliver the same cleaning power as moppittTM cartridges
through a lighter weight and more compact design:
• Contains the same cleaning pads with the
same amount of solution as cartridge
• Delivers cleaning pads in innovative thin recyclable cup
(Like a Keurig cup) instead of the black hard shell of
the cartridge
• Cuts packaging in half from cartridges
• One third lighter than cartridges

2. moppittTM Hand-Held Accessory

The moppittTM Hand-Held Accessory provides inflight crew with
an innovative new way to clean reachable surfaces without touching
the mess
• Hand-Held design is perfect for cleaning reachable surfaces such as
tray tables, arm rests, entertainment system buttons, bathroom sinks
and counter tops
• POD snaps right into the Hand-Held frame without ever touching
the clean pad
• Grey ejection button allows for disposal without ever touching
the dirty pad

3. moppittTM Extenda-Pole

The moppittTM Extenda-Pole delivers the same cleaning power as the
moppittTM dispenser through a lighter weight and more compact design:
• 50% lighter than the dispenser (only weighs 1 pound!)
• Collapsible design perfect for storage on an aircraft
• Allows for the ejection of dirty pads from the end of the pole
without touching
• Single applicator not a multi-cartridge unit like the Dispenser
but PODs and cartridges snap easily onto the end of the pole
without touching the clean pads

Dakota Supplies Inc. based in Calgary, is a privately-owned corporation specializing in designing innovative products for a variety of industries
including commercial transportation, emergency medical services, and home consumers. The moppittTM family of cleaning products were
designed specifically to address occupational health and safety concerns onboard commercial transportation.

www.dakotasupplies.com

www.celestecorp.com/moppitt

